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land for germany -__- well, cya all i will be back after a reboot... Hello... I have a problem... I need to install ubuntu server 14.10
as a Virtual Machine on my Windows 7 Host... and I get this error message when I start the VM: I have searched but could not

find any answers... Sorry, I have a physical Ubuntu 14.04 Server... not a Virtual Machine I am running vmware player How do I
fix this? uio: install 14.10 in a virtual machine Ben64: ah that's the one Thanks Hello all. How do I get Bison to not be a security
risk when updating my package? I get this: I'm doing a binary-only archive, so I'm a bit confused. I want to do a binary-only deb
file, so I'd like bison installed with no backdoors just a "backdoor" as they say, but that is a scary thought EvilRoey, so remove

the version i'd like to have a single app tab, with all my opened apps/windows on it, with some sort of virtual desktop
functionality.. is that possible? bazhang: I don't see how that's possible EvilRoey, why not EvilRoey, what version of ubuntu

bazhang: sorry, maybe I'm confused. What are you asking me to do? I'm trying to provide binary-only debs EvilRoey, why not
remove the version of bison that is in the repos bazhang: what's that got to do with making a binary deb? bazhang: I need bison

to compile my
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